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cling definition: 1. to stick onto or hold something or someone tightly, or to refuse to stop
holding it, him, or her: 2. to stay close or near: 3. to stay close to.Examples of cling in a
Sentence. These example sentences are selected automatically from various online news
sources to reflect current usage of the word 'cling.' Views expressed in the examples do not
represent the opinion of Merriam-Webster or its editors.Cling definition, to adhere closely;
stick to: The wet paper clings to the glass. See more.Cling - The Interactive C++ Interpreter.
The main repository is at https://github. com/root-project/cling. Overview. Cling is an
interactive C++ interpreter, built on top.Cling is an interactive C++ interpreter, built on the top
of LLVM and Clang libraries. Its advantages over the standard interpreters are that it has
command line.cling (third-person singular simple present clings, present participle clinging,
simple past and past participle clinged). To produce a high-pitched ringing sound .Define cling
(verb) and get synonyms. What is cling (verb)? cling (verb) meaning, pronunciation and more
by Macmillan Dictionary.Cling definition: If you cling to someone or something, you hold
onto them tightly. Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples.Clinging has to do with
closeness. A scared child will cling to his parent, holding on tight. People in love cling to one
another in embraces. When you're on a.cling to something meaning, definition, what is cling to
something: to continue to believe or do something, : Learn more.14 May - 8 min - Uploaded
by Dmitri Nesteruk Cling is an awesome tool, effectively providing REPL facilities for C++.
Get it now at https://root.cling meaning, definition, what is cling: to hold someone or
something tightly, es : Learn more.Cling may refer to: "Cling", a song by Days of the New
from their album Days of the New (album) Static cling, a natural phenomenon when things
stick.Conjugate the English verb cling: indicative, past tense, participle, present perfect ,
gerund, conjugation models and irregular verbs.“You shall follow the Lord your God and fear
Him; and you shall keep His commandments, listen to His voice, serve Him, and cling to
Him.” —Deuteronomy Cling around the soul, as the sky clings round the mute earth forever
beautiful. — Anonymous, 1. Clinging as ivy clings about an oak; as tuft-hunters with buzz.It
really is that simple. Start with a board. Add todos, notes, bookmarks, files and photos. Move
and link everything. Cling is free.
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